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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

'

Attention . Document' Control Desk-
'

' Washington, D.'O. 20555 .

Subject: ~ Catawba Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-413 and 50-414 j

.

l

RII:LJW. . ..

IE Report 50-413',.~414/87-13J ,
.

Emergency Operating' Procedures Inspection , ,

.

Dear Sir:

The. attached comments were prepared by our. engineering staff'after a review of >

the subject Inspection Report. - These comments address certain portions -of. the
report where we believe the statements were either incorrect, revealed a
misunderstanding of the Emergency Procedures generation process, or did'not:; '!

~

fairly represent the significance of'the particular items'noted.-
-

Very truly yours, .j
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Hal B. Tucker
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Attachment
1

xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory, Commission a

Region II
.

j

101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 1

Atlanta, Georgia -30323

Mr. P.-K. Van Doorn i

NRC Resident Inspector
Catawba' Nuclear Station [
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COMMENTS ON IE REPORT 50-413,414/87-13
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES INSPECTION

Section 6. (p. 3) NRC states that "the EPGs and EPs were found to be in
accordance with the deviations [from the WOG ERGS] approved by the NRC [in SSERs 1

|4 and 6] with two exceptions". The deviation list referred to was requested to
include only safety significant deviations. The first exception is the deletion
of EP/1/A/5000/1E5 and the non generation of a corresponding EP/2/A/5000/1E5.
While it could be argued that this is a safety significant deviation, it was ;

carried out by a plant specific reliability assessment, the method suggested by I

the ERGS themselves to justify elimination of this procedure. Further, the
deviations occurred in September, 1986 (Unit 1) and December, 1985 (Unit 2), well
after preparation of the deviation list in summer, 1985. There was therefore no
deviation with respect to these items at the time the list was prepared. The
second exception concerns the creation of EPs/ lor 2/A/5000/1E6. These EPs are
merely simplification devices which prevent the repetition of identical or very
similar guidance in four separate EPs. They are deviations only in form and not
technical content and are therefore not safety significant. It should also be
noted that these deviations are between EPGs and EPs, and not between ERGS and
EPGs, which is the comparison requested in the deviation list.

Section 7.a.2.a (1)-(10) (pp. 11 and 12) These comments reveal a general lack of
understanding of the EPG to EP transition. As stated on p. 6-3 of the Catawba
Procedures Generation Package, "the Catawba [EPGs] are utilized by the station EP
writers as general guidelines for developing Catawba plant-specific (EPs]. This
process involves ... entering plant specific details required from an operations
standpoint. These details include entering plant-specific steps, valve lineups,
component identifications, and referencing other plant specific. procedures".
Comments such as 7.a.2.a.(3), which imply that something was missed in drafting
the EPG from the EP, indicate an obvious misunderstanding, since the EP is
written from the EPG, not vice versa. Further, additional steps, notes, and )
cautions are expected to be included in the EP as discussed in the above process
description. As explained in the PGP, the EPGs and EPs are distinct documents,

;

with different purposes, written by different authors for different readers. The 1
EPGs, in particular, are not designed to include all the instructions necessary
to operate the plant in an emergency, but rather to contain the basic technical
accident mitigation guidance. !

!

Section 7.a.2.a.(8) (p. 11) The corresponding EP guidance is contained in Step <

7.c. " Throttle" in the EP is synonymous with " Control" in the EPG. I
\ i

Section 7.a.2.c.(3) (p. 12) It mast be remembered that, while a containment sump
level which fails to increase during the LOCA may indeed be indicative of the
LOCA being outside containment, the procedure in question is entitled "High

i Energy Line Break Inside Containment". In order to enter this procedure there
must be a break inside containment. Therefore a nonincreasing sump level is a
symptom contradictory to such indications as increasing containment pressure or
open ice condenser lower ielet doors. The operator must evaluate such symptoms !
on a situation specific basis. An unconditional entry into the LOCA Outside i

Containment procedure is not appropriate here.
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Comments on IE Report 50-413,414/87-13
Page Two

Section 7.a.2.c.(6) (p. 13) The action' step to terminate SI is not Step 13. This
is merely one of three poss!ble procedural exits after satisfaction of the SI
termination criteria in Step 9. These exits are Step 10 RNO, Step 11 RNO, and

.

Step 13 A/ER. Each of the procedures entered from these steps could result in
termination of SI. Thus, not all events which meet the criteria in Step 9 result
in termination in the procedure entered from Step 13. Rather, Steps 10-13 form a-
three-way diagnostic branch to the appropriate termination procedure.
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